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RESEARCH OBJEC TIVES

This group continues its investigations of sources that generate information, channels
that transmit it, and machines that process it.

For sources, the main objective is to estimate the rate at which they generate infor-

mation and to determine how to encode their output economically, in order to decrease
the channel capacity required for transmission. Specifically, work is continuing on the
processing of pictures in digital form.

The research on channels continues to be directed towards the engineering applica-

tion of coding to actual communication circuits. Several recently developed coding
techniques for memoryless channels (1, 2, 3) could be implemented by use of current
digital-computer technology. There remain the interrelated problems of characterizing
actual channel disturbances and of modifying transmitter and receiver operations
accordingly. We are now working on feedback, signal selection, quantization, and time-
variant matched-filter receivers.

In addition to the engineering extension of existing theory, new and more powerful
formulations of the coding problem are being investigated theoretically for memoryless
channels and, to some extent, for those with memory.

An investigation of information flow in large digital data communication nets has

been initiated. The nets consist of nodes (switching centers) connected by links (channels
with fixed capacities). The nodes receive, sort, store, and transmit messages that
enter and leave through the links. The emphasis in this study is on problems concerned
with net design and selection of routing doctrines. In particular, the quantitative rela-
tions between efficiency of channel utilization, message delay, and storage required at
nodes, will be investigated.

Sequential techniques for statistical decision-making are becoming important, and
they show promise of being applicable to problems in communication theory (4). An
investigation of the utility of sequential techniques in the design of radar systems is
being undertaken.

Work is continuing on the study of multidimensional arrays of logical elements
with memory. Many of the simple questions that one would like to ask about such
arrays are recursively unsolvable problems. Questions on the existence of equilib-
rium or cyclic behavior in a single system and the determination of the equiva-

lence of two systems are in this category. Since the results concerning unsolvability

preclude any general analysis procedure, future effort must be devoted to determining
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the logical capabilities of different types of multidimensional systems, and to developing
practical techniques for their synthesis. Useful synthesis techniques will also require
a better understanding of the nature of the transient process in both one- and two-
dimensional systems.
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